In my discussion contribution to IACAP’2019 (Mexico City, June the 6th, 2019) I argue that the quest for a so-called 'general theory of software engineering' is, all-in-all, not feasible. In addition to supporting this negative assertion with meta-theoretical arguments from philosophy of science, I also argue positively that software 'engineering' may well become 'proper' engineering via the development and appropriate application of a multitude of domain-specific 'micro theories', by which successful engineering disciplines are typically characterised. Since different meta-theoretical opinions exist even about the question of what is a 'micro theory', I will also have to explicate which definition of the notion of 'micro theory' will be most appropriate in and for this particular domain of discourse.

In July 2014, the following message was distributed via the ACM's SEWORLD network:
"While evidence-based software engineering (EBSE) has attracted considerable attention from the research community, there is still a lack of interest and appreciation for the role of theory in the software engineering field. In order to make sense of all the empirical observations and evidence that researchers are gathering, we need theory that allows the abstraction of these observations into 'universal knowledge' that is useful not only to other researchers but also to software engineering practitioners. Specifically, what the SE field seems to be missing is a General Theory, such as can be found in many other academic disciplines. Examples of general theories include the 'big bang' theory and evolution theory. These 'general' theories are able to explain (or predict) phenomena within a larger context of a discipline. This is of particular interest to the empirical software engineering community, which is increasingly recognizing the importance of context of research. However, few general theories of software engineering have been proposed, and none have achieved significant recognition. In turn, software engineering remains limited to problem solving by trial-and-error and rules-of-thumb and in most cases only related to a limited area of relevance. The state of research in software engineering cannot make significant advances as new trends are emerging quickly and a systematic cumulative research tradition within software engineering has not yet been achieved".

Topically related to the above-mentioned communication are a number of well-organised scholarly activities [1], including (for example) the 'GTSE' workshop series on 'General Theory of Software Engineering'. In the GTSE edition of the year 2015 (for example), 'principles of separability' were strongly emphasised, but also in this case "one asks how to appraise the generality of these theories? And in case they are specialized sub-theories, are they amenable to combination into more general theories?" [2]. In addition to such search for 'generality' (i.e.: a classical, science-oriented approach to the matter) it is also typical for these kind of efforts that they rarely problematise their own notion of 'theory' from a meta-theoretical point of view. It seems as if the meaning of the term 'theory' itself is simply taken for granted by the participants of those discourses, and no definition of the term 'theory' is given. The 'GTSE' workshop of 2015 ended with notable sentiments of frustration [2] —which are at least in part also due to some intra-community faction differences between the 'engineers' and the 'sociologists' with their different epistemological and meta-theoretical points of view [3]— however nobody seems to have asked whether such frustration was perhaps a necessary consequence of the impossibility to solve an inherently insoluble problem (like the proveriabl attempt at 'squaring the circle'). Although the participants of 'GTSE 2015' already had the correct insight —"based upon philosophy of science and software engineering practice"— "that engineering fundamentally differs from scientific disciplines" [2],
nobody seems to have consequently questioned the 'feasibility' of a science-like 'general theory' for a 'fundamentally different' engineering discipline.

In [4] a so-called 'design theory' for (not: 'of') software engineering is presented which is meant to be "a theory that characterises the elements of a software problem solving in terms of the effect they have on the process of design". Also in the case of [4] the basic notion of 'theory' itself is not precisely defined and more-or-less being taken for granted, although a distinction between 'product' theories (about the things made) and 'production' theories (about the work-steps that lead to the things made) is taken into account. Very importantly it is acknowledged in [4] that "the community of also trying to come to terms with what is meant by >>theory<<". Everywhere in [4] we can find references to a notion of 'theory' by [5] which, however, stems from the field of 'information systems' (IS) and is thus (like the entire field of IS) notably sociology-influenced and business-management-oriented: for particular historic reasons [6] the IS community does typically not maintain a self-view of (or as) a community of engineering [3][7].

In the year 2016, a 'Special Section on General Theories of Software Engineering' [8] was published by the Journal for Information and Software Technology. The most interesting paper in that special section is [3], as it refers with emphasis to a general theory (whilst the other papers of that special section merely refer to specialized theories of smaller aspects and sub-aspects within software engineering). In their guest-editorial preface, which also contains several further noteworthy literature references, the guest-editors of that special issue referred once again to physics as the reference discipline for general theories [8] — thus tacitly implying that that an engineering discipline (like software engineering) would (or should) ultimately have to be(come) something like a quasi-physical or quasi 'nature-scientific' discipline. Such a (tacit) physicalist attitude ignores the simplicity of the 'things' about which the science of physics can successfully produce 'general' theories: as soon as matters get somewhat more complicated, such as for example in climatology, physics is equally at loss as far as the production of substantial, non-trivial 'general' theories is concerned. Moreover, the notion of 'theory' expressed in [8] cannot be seriously defended science-philosophically at that point where a 'micro theory' is identified with merely a small number of hypotheses concerning some technical properties of one particularly given software system (software product) [8]. Such a device-specific notion of 'micro theory', however, is not consistent with the area-specific notion of 'micro theory' in the established engineering disciplines. All in all the notion of 'theory' in [8] remained as vague as it had always been in the 'GTSE' community.

From a further elaboration of these problems and issues (which must be omitted here due to lack of space) the following conclusions can be drawn: According to Dijkstra's warning and Baber's historical account of 'classical' engineering disciplines [9], the level of mathematical formalisation must eventually increase in all branches and sub-branches of software 'engineering', in order to overcome the discipline's pre-scientific 'crafting' era, as well as to get rid of the pseudo- scientific 'guru-ism' by which the pre-scientific 'crafting' practices are often accompanied. At the same time, however, because of the specific differences between science and engineering (technology), the above-mentioned growth of theoretical formality cannot happen 'in general' (such as in the pure sciences), but must happen in the context of ever more specific and particular sub-theories and sub-domains of application [10][11][12]. For comparison: a general discipline of 'hardware engineering', including everything from nano-mechanics to giant ship yards, does not (and cannot) exist. Moreover: according to Arageorgis and Baltas [13], as well as Bunge [14] and Vincenti [15], the technological theories, by which the engineering disciplines are characterised, are to a large extent operational theories which the fact-orientated sciences do not possess in such a strong form.

A full-paper on the basis of this IACAP'2019 Discussion Abstract is in preparation. Thanks to the participants of the conference for their insightful comments and remarks after my talk in Mexico-City on the 6th of June 2019.
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